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About This Game

One day when Unity-chan woke up, she was in an unknown place. It seems that she has lost her memory.

3D action game that adventures various places to defeat the Giga 5d3b920ae0

Title: Attack of the Gigant Zombie vs Unity chan
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Rusimitu
Publisher:
Rusimitu
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2018

English,French,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Japanese

attack of the giant zombie vs unity chan

We don't deserve a spirit as pure as Unity Chan.. Unity chan best waifu

Update to v0.8 : Change points -House, grassland, forest, desert stage modified -Added Boss in the desert stage -Added a few
new objects -Added the hint posters in the menu -Changed the mechanism of jumping Please enjoy the garden building!.
Update to v0.9 : Change points -Added Boss in the Simple city stage -All stages are completed -Improved camera function
-Change status display method -Added new objects -Other minor changes It will be completed soon.. Mini Gift : Many thanks to
the people who bought this game. I'm thinking about making an offer these days, but it's unfair for people who have bought this
game very quickly after the release, with a more expensive price. So, I want to gift a Steam game, which costs less than $ 10.
Requirements - Bought the game in March - Have played the game to a certain extent To do Register me as a friend and tell me
the game you want(You need to show the games you have) You can remove it when done. Limit When the total amount reaches
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about $10 I will do it on a first come first serve basis. I do not do exchange or return.. Update to v1.7 & Sale announcement :
Change points -Added new objects and boss, that only appears in December -Added sliding -Added FPS mode(test) -Other
minor changes There will be a discount in December, although it is not decided that day. Easter Event & Notification : During
April, Easter eggs will appear everywhere, and the boss of forest will be stronger And the price of this game will be $ 595.99.
Update to v0.96 : Change points -The Last Boss has been added -Unity chan no longer sticks on the wall -Other minor changes
The game has already been completed, but I still want to improve some things If you want to report something write here.
Update to v0.99 : Change points -Improved UI -Now you can change the garden ground -Added a few new objects, recipe -Now
you can go to the grass land in online mode A little more until official release If you want to report something write here
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